Deflection Modeling for a Needle Actuated by Lateral Force and Axial Rotation During Insertion in Soft Phantom Tissue
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Abstract

In prostate brachytherapy, radioactive seeds are implanted into the prostate for treatment of early-stage localized cancer. A major issue is seed displacement due to needle deflection, which is difficult to control as the needle is inserted manually. To address the problem and automate needle insertion, robotic systems, mathematical models for estimation and prediction and control algorithms have been developed. The method of choice for robotic steering of beveled-tip needles is predominantly intermittent axial needle rotation since this re-aligns the bevel and thus re-directs the needle. In this work, we present a method for needle steering to supplement axial needle rotation. A point force applied laterally to the needle near its point of insertion into tissue is used to displace the needle perpendicularly relative to its insertion axis. An advantage of this method is that the lateral force provides continuous control input and thus continuous deflection control as opposed to axial needle rotation by 180 degrees in the 2D case of planar needle steering. Further, more control over deflection is possible as the lateral force provides direct shape change for the needle and improves the under-actuated nature of the needle. In order to predict and estimate needle deflection during insertion while applying both lateral force and axial rotation, a mechanics- and energy-based model for needle deflection is developed. Both single-layer and multi-layer tissue can be modeled if the tissue layer thickness is known. The accuracy of the model is validated experimentally. A comparison between the measured tip deflection and the model-based estimate shows only a small error. Moreover, control and sensitivity studies are carried out through insertion simulations using the model. The studies show the potentials and limitations for needle deflection reduction with various combinations of lateral force application and intermittent 180 degrees axial needle rotation.
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1. Introduction

Needle insertion is a minimally invasive procedure commonly used in biopsy, drug delivery, therapy, and ablation. One of the therapeutic procedures in which needles are inserted for the purpose of radiation therapy is prostate brachytherapy (from Greek “short distance” therapy). A schematic depicting the procedure is shown in Figure 1. In order to implant the seeds into the prostate, the needle is loaded with rice-grain-sized seeds and inserted into the prostate. When the final insertion depth is reached, the seeds are deposited by being pushed out of the needle as it is retracted. Multiple needle insertions are carried out at different locations on a 5 millimetre grid template (see Figure 1) such that seeds are distributed across the prostate volume affected with cancerous tissue. For the radiation emitted by the seeds to be distributed efficiently throughout the prostate, it is important for the seeds to be deposited at their pre-planned locations. The target locations are registered with the template holes and, therefore, it is essential for the needle to remain on a straight path during insertion. Due to the cutting-related asymmetric forces acting at the beveled tip of the needle during insertion, however, the needle naturally deflects from a straight trajectory, thus causing the seeds to be deposited away from their pre-planned location. The tip of brachytherapy needles is beveled for facilitation of seed deposition and tissue cutting. Moreover, the beveled needle tip provides some control over needle deflection as the direction of the bevel can be changed through axial needle rotation. Thus, in order to steer the needle back to a straight trajectory, the brachytherapist may rotate the needle about its axis of insertion by 180°. Rotation is done intermittently throughout insertion to avoid tissue damage and out-of-plane deflection. Intermittent 180° axial needle rotation reverts the bevel’s direction and, therefore, the asymmetric force’s direction and steers the needle in the opposite direction.

The above-mentioned method for needle steering and trajectory control can be automated using robotic assistance in order...
to aid the surgeon during needle insertion procedures. For improving the efficiency of seed deposition in brachytherapy or, more generally, steering of the needle tip towards a desired target, extensive research has been conducted in modeling needle-tissue interactions, sensing, estimation and prediction of needle deflection, and control algorithms for needle steering using axial rotation as the control action. Fundamental interactions between needle and tissue such as friction, and cutting-related tip forces were investigated [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Several contributions were made in further investigating needle-tissue interactions and proposing mechanics-based models for needle deflection [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Others proposed kinematics-based models [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], e.g., based on bicycle kinematics, which are less directly associated with tissue properties. The proposed models were then used to estimate or predict needle deflection [6, 23, 18, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15, 24, 17] in order to inform model-based controllers for needle steering using axial needle rotation [8, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 3, 25, 26, 24].

Further research was conducted on designs of robotic needle insertion systems for various clinical applications [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Specifically for prostate brachytherapy, systems were developed that provide actuated guides that either complement or replace the fixed grid template (see Figure 1) for needle guidance and deflection manipulation during insertion [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. For a recent and comprehensive literature review on issues in closed-loop needle steering see [38].

While axial needle rotation as a method for steering beveled tip needles has been investigated thoroughly in the past, a further method used by some brachytherapists in a manual fashion has received little consideration. Brachytherapist employing the method apply a force onto the needle perpendicular to the direction of needle insertion for the purpose of needle steering. The perpendicular force can be applied in close proximity to the needle insertion point and will henceforth be referred to as lateral force. It is applied with a finger near the needle’s entry point into tissue counter to the direction of deflection in order to correct the needle tip deflection. The force is applied relatively early during insertion in order to force the entire needle shaft inside tissue to be displaced laterally. Towards the goal of utilizing this needle steering method during robot-assisted needle insertion, this paper provides a mechanics-based model that accounts for both steering actions: lateral force and axial needle rotation. A schematic depiction of the proposed method of lateral needle actuation is provided in Figure 2a. When using lateral force for needle steering, significant benefits exist. As the needle can be regarded as a highly under-actuated manipulator, the application of lateral force near the entry point into tissue provides an additional control input affecting the needle deflection more directly. Naturally, the beveled tip of the needle is constrained to move on a circular trajectory during insertion. This constraint can be significantly relaxed through lateral force as the needle tip can now be directly moved laterally thus increasing the needle tip’s dexterity. The lateral force is a continuous input to a deflection control algorithm meaning that also the deflection can be influenced in a more continuous manner as opposed to intermittent axial rotation. If the goal is to keep the needle tip on a straight line (as it is assumed in seed deposition planning during prostate brachytherapy), the axial rotation input needs to be invoked continually to keep the tip deflection under a threshold. This is physically understandable due to the effect of the beveled tip, since as long as the needle insertion velocity is non-zero, its trajectory will diverge from a straight line. Since excessive use of axial rotation results in tissue drilling effects [39], the availability of an additional control input (the lateral force) that can reduce the amount of necessary axial needle rotations is highly beneficial.

A question we seek to answer particularly in the context of prostate brachytherapy is, to what extent can lateral force be used to manipulate the needle curvature for minimizing needle deflection and what are the existing limitations? It is assumed that the effect of the lateral force with respect to steering is reduced with increasing insertion depth. Responsible for this is decreasing resistance to needle bending with increasing needle length and confinement of the needle within tissue during insertion. Therefore, also lateral needle tip displacement caused by the lateral force and thus steerability are reduced at greater depths of lateral force application. This has also been hypothesized by Cowan et al. [40]. Moreover, it is of interest to know how lateral displacement and intermittent axial needle rotations should be combined to influence needle deflection and to properly steer the needle.

Due to the needle-tissue system’s nonlinearity and constraints (e.g., limited needle maneuverability due to under-actuation and non-holonomic properties), a model-based predictive control approach is necessary, which takes informed decisions based on prediction of needle deflection and on-line path planning. A requirement of controlling needle deflection in a predictive manner is therefore the development of a model, with which the needle curvature can be estimated and predicted based on the lateral needle displacement and axial needle rotation inputs. In this work, we introduce a model for the estimation of needle deflection resulting from a combination of applied lateral force and axial needle rotation. The model is energy-based and quasi-static, and its output is the needle deflection shape that occurs at a given insertion depth $d$. 

![Prostate gland, Needle, Seeds, Grid template, Trans-rectal ultrasound probe, Rectum](source: Cancer Research UK / Wikimedia Commons).
To determine the amount of tissue compression at a given position along the needle, the difference between the needle deflection shape and the needle tip trajectory, also referred to as the tip path, is considered. Moreover, the (stationary) grid temp-

1.1. Related Work

In order to construct the model, the principle of minimum potential energy is used. This approach has been commonly applied in the past to model needle-tissue interactions and needle deflection during insertion. Misra et al. presented an energy-based mechanical model that takes into account needle bending (strain energy), needle-tissue interaction (compression and elasticity) and tip cutting work (tip force and rupture) [5, 9]. Roesthuis et al. [11] extended the model proposed by Misra et al. by modeling the resistive force due to tissue compression by a distributed load acting along the inserted needle portion and incorporating needle steering through axial rotation into the model. Another model that used an energy-based approach was proposed by Lee and Kim [17]. Rossa et al. [16] in their version of an energy-based model considered also a cutting-related tip force and a load along the inserted needle portion modeled by a set of elastic springs. The springs model the tissue’s resistance to compression. The spring stiffness is the tissue’s Young’s modulus. To determine the amount of tissue compression at a given position along the needle, the difference between the needle shaft shape and the needle tip trajectory, also referred to as the tip path, is considered. Moreover, the (stationary) grid temper-

1.2. Objectives & Contributions

This work proposes a novel method for automated needle trajectory manipulation during needle insertion into soft tissue based on two needle deflection manipulation methods commonly used during prostate brachytherapy, i.e., lateral force application and axial needle rotation. First, a model is presented, which describes the needle-tissue system during insertion with the two manipulation methods applied. The model is developed for the purpose of predicting and estimating needle deflection during insertion into single- and multi-layer tissue. It extends the approach proposed by Rossa et al. to incorporate the actuated needle guide depicted schematically in Figure 2a.

Our model is validated through insertion experiments carried out into phantom tissue samples under varying experimental conditions. The tuned conditions are lateral force magnitude $F_l$, depth of force application $l$, and depth of 180° axial needle rotation. The experimental validations of the model are carried out with our custom-built prototype robotic assistant system. The robotic system is designed to assist surgeons during prostate brachytherapy and can be integrated into a clinical brachytherapy needle insertion setup without imposing much change on the surgical setup or the procedure. The system is designed to carry out steering actions that would otherwise be carried out manually by the surgeon.

Further, control simulation and parameter sensitivity studies are performed to assess the added benefits of the lateral force on needle deflection reduction and the limitations of the lateral force application for control. The results of these studies can inform model-based deflection controllers, which we intend to develop in the future as an extension to this work.

The paper is structured in the following order. In Section 2, the energy-based needle-tissue interaction model and solution for needle deflection are introduced. Section 3 provides an overview of the robotic assistant system prototype and the experimental setup for acquiring insertion data. Section 4 presents the results of the model validation experiments.

In Section 5 and Section 6, the results of the deflection control simulation and sensitivity study, respectively, are given. The results of Section 4, Section 5 and Section 6 are then discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 offers concluding remarks and a brief outlook on our future work with regards to utilizing the work presented in this paper for model-based deflection control.

2. Needle-tissue Interaction Modeling & Deflection Estimation

This section introduces the modeling approach for needle-tissue interactions, followed by solving the model for needle deflection shape. The inputs to the model are the tip force $F_t$ with which needle rotation by 180° can be modeled, and the applied lateral force $F_l$. The model’s output is needle deflection $u(z)$. 

---

Figure 2: (a) A schematic of the needle being inserted into tissue with constraints enacted by the fixed needle guide and the actuated needle guide. The length $l$ is the (variable) length of the needle section relevant for modeling and estimation. $F_l$ is the force applied to the needle by the displacement of the actuated needle guide by $\Delta y$, which is measured by the $\delta$ sensor. $F_t$ is a tip-cutting-related point load. $K$ is the tissue elasticity per unit distance modeled as elastic springs. (b) A close-up of the needle inside tissue with a force $F_l$ applied laterally near the needle entry point illustrating $F_l$’s effects on the needle curvature. The difference between the needle deflection shape and tip path is used as the elongation of the elastic springs.
with \( z \in (0, l) \). The work presented in [16] is extended to incorporate a formulation for the actuated needle guide schematically depicted in Figure 2a. As the needle represents a slender beam that is clamped at one end and free at the other end, it is modeled as a cantilever beam. For the mathematical modeling of the needle-tissue system and the needle deflection occurring during insertion into tissue, Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is applied. A requirement for using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory for modeling of beam deflection is that the maximum deflection must be limited to approximately 10% of the overall beam length. With an overall needle length of up to 200 mm (e.g., a standard Brachytherapy needle), the beam deflection is approximately 10 mm (see Section 4.1), this requirement is satisfied. The model is quasi-static as in each insertion step, equilibrium conditions are assumed.

As shown in Figure 2a, counter to previous work, only the needle section from points A to C is considered for modeling since the needle bending to the left side of the fixed needle guide is not relevant. This also decreases the mathematical complexity of the model, which is an important advantage for computational efficiency. The fixed needle guide is modeled as a virtual clamping at point \( A \) and the needle is considered as a beam with increasing length in each step during insertion such that the needle length \( l \) is a variable. Two point loads are applied at points B and C, respectively, and a distributed load modeled as linear springs acts along the inserted needle portion. The actuated needle guide applies a lateral point force \( F \) onto the point B proximal to the needle’s entry point into tissue. The needle is displaced laterally through the applied force \( F \) by the guide. The needle guide essentially acts as a fulcrum, which can be displaced perpendicularly relative to the needle’s insertion axis and about which the needle can pivot such that its slope can change. By applying lateral force and thus displacement in the appropriate direction, the path that the needle follows inside tissue can be manipulated (see Figure 2b). The model is also designed to model multi-layer tissue where the amount of discrete layers are theoretically unlimited provided that the layer thickness is known.

### 2.1. Needle-Tissue System Model

The principle of minimum potential energy is used to formulate a mathematical model of the actuated needle-tissue system. The formulation captures the energy stored in the bent needle during insertion and the work applied to the needle-tissue system in the form of a functional, which is then transformed into a linear system of equations using the Rayleigh-Ritz method [41]. Finally, the linear system of equations is solved for the needle deflection shape.

The system potential, which is the energy stored in the bent needle and tissue during insertion and the work applied to the needle-tissue system, is

\[
\Pi(u) = U(u) + V
\]

\[
= U_s(u) + U_d(u) + V_G + V_C
\]

where \( U(u) \) is the energy stored in the system due to needle displacement and \( V \) is the work applied to the system by the actuated needle guide (force \( F_l \)) and the needle tip (force \( F_t \)). \( U_s \) is the strain energy due to the bending of the needle and \( U_d \) is the energy stored in the displaced tissue. \( V_G \) and \( V_C \) are the works done by the actuated needle guide \( (F_l) \) at point \( B \) and the tip force \( F_t \) at point \( C \), respectively. In the following, each of the terms appearing in (1) are detailed.

#### 2.1.1. Strain energy \( U_s \)

As the needle bends during insertion into tissue, strain energy is stored in the needle, which is expressed as

\[
U_s(u) = \int_0^l \frac{EI}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^2 u(d,z)}{\partial z^2} \right)^2 dz
\]

where \( z \) is the horizontal coordinate, \( E \) and \( I \) are the needle’s Young’s modulus and area moment of inertia, respectively, \( l \) is the needle length and \( u(d,z) \) is the needle deflection shape at insertion depth \( d \) and \( z \).

#### 2.1.2. Potential Energy Stored in Displaced Tissue \( U_d \)

As the needle deflects as it is inserted into tissue, the tissue surrounding the needle is displaced. The energy stored in the compressed single-layer tissue can be expressed as:

\[
U_d(u) = \frac{K}{2} \int_0^l \left( u(d,z) - u_t(d,z) \right)^2 dz
\]

where \( u_t(d,z) \) is the (recorded or estimated) path taken by the needle tip during insertion (needle tip path, see Figure 2), \( K \) is the tissue stiffness expressed as force per unit length and \( d \) is the insertion depth. The tissue reaction is represented as virtual springs acting along the inserted needle portion as shown in Figure 2. The springs connect the needle shaft to the needle tip path. Thus, the loading of the springs is dependent on the difference between the needle tip path \( u_t \) and the needle shaft deflection \( u \) at a point \( z \) along the needle as shown in (3) and Figure 2a.

When for example two-layer tissue is considered, the integral in (3) can be separated as follows:

\[
U_d(u) = \frac{K_1}{2} \int_{l-d}^{l-d_k} \left( u(d,z) - u_t(d,z) \right)^2 dz
\]

\[
+ \frac{K_2}{2} \int_{l-d_k}^l \left( u(d,z) - u_t(d,z) \right)^2 dz
\]

where \( d_k \) is the depth at which the tissue layer and therefore the tissue stiffness changes. Extending the modeling of tissue to an arbitrary amount of discrete layers is now trivial provided the tissue layer thickness or depth of stiffness change is known.

#### 2.1.3. Work Done by the Actuated Guide

The work done by the lateral force \( F_l \) applied by the actuated needle guide at point \( B \) at distance \( c_2 \) from the fixed needle guide is expressed as

\[
V_G = F_l u(d,c_2)
\]

where \( u(d,c_2) \) is the needle deflection at point \( B \).
2.1.4. Work Done by the Tissue Cutting Force ($F_t$)

The tip force shown as $F_t$ in Figure 2a is the predominant reason for needle deflection during insertion into tissue and is caused by the asymmetric geometry of the beveled needle tip. Due to the asymmetry, the tissue is displaced by the needle tip as the needle cuts through tissue. As a result of this, the needle deflects in the same direction as the bevel. Upon needle rotation, the sign change of deflection is determined by the orientation of the beveled needle tip. Thus, the direction of $F_t$ and the direction of deflection is determined by the orientation of the beveled needle tip. The work done by $F_t$ in the presence of the bevel. Upon needle rotation, the sign change of deflection is determined by the orientation of the beveled needle tip. The next step is to insert (8) into (7):

$$
\Pi(u) = \frac{E I}{2} \int_0^l \left( \frac{d^2 u}{d z^2} \right)^2 dz \\
+ \frac{K_1}{2} \int_{-d}^{l-d} \left( u(d, z) - u_i(d, z) \right)^2 dz \\
+ \frac{K_2}{2} \int_{-d}^{l-d} \left( u(d, z) - u_i(d, z) \right)^2 dz \\
- F_i u_i(d, z) - F_i u(d, l)
$$

where the two-layer tissue case is considered in (7) and is also used for the following derivation of the deflection model.

2.2. Solving for Needle Deflection

In order to solve the above introduced energy-based model of the needle-tissue system for the needle deflection shape, as in previous works, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is used. It is a variational method frequently applied to solve energy minimization problems and states that a differential equation in the form of a functional can be approximated by a finite sum of weighted shape functions. The following finite series represents the weighted shape functions [41]:

$$
u_n(d, z) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(z) g_i(d)
$$

Here, $q_i(z)$ is the $i^{th}$ shape function and $g_i(d)$ is the corresponding weighting coefficient. $q_i(z)$ is given by [42, 14]:

$$q_i(z) = \frac{1}{K_i} \left( \sin(\beta_i z) - \sinh(\beta_i z) \right) \\
- \gamma \left[ \cos(\beta_i z) - \cosh(\beta_i z) \right].
$$

and represents the $i^{th}$ vibration mode. $\kappa$ and $\gamma$ are computed as

$$
\kappa = \frac{\sin(\beta_i) + \sinh(\beta_i)}{\cos(\beta_i) + \cosh(\beta_i)} \\
\gamma = \sin(\beta_i) - \sinh(\beta_i) - \gamma(\cos(\beta_i) - \cosh(\beta_i)).
$$

The values of the constants $\beta_i$ for a cantilever beam (clamped-free) are $\beta_1 = 1.857, \beta_2 = 4.695, \beta_3 = 7.855, \beta_4 = 10.996,$ and $\beta_i \approx \pi (i - 1/2)$ for $i > 4$ [42]. The next step is to insert (8) into (7):

$$
\Pi(u_n) = \frac{E I}{2} \int_0^l \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i''(z) g_i(d) \right)^2 dz \\
+ \frac{K_1}{2} \int_{-d}^{l-d} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(z) g_i(d) - u_i(d, z) \right)^2 dz \\
+ \frac{K_2}{2} \int_{-d}^{l-d} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(z) g_i(d) - u_i(d, z) \right)^2 dz \\
- F_i \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(c_2) g_i(d) - F_i \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(l) g_i(d)
$$

where $q''(z)$ denotes the second derivative of $q(z)$ with respect to $z$. The condition for minimizing the potential $\Pi(u_n)$ is that $\frac{\partial \Pi}{\partial g_j}(d) = 0$ for $j = 1, \ldots, n$. Using this condition, a linear system of equations can be established and solved for the unknown weighting coefficients $g_i$. In the following step, we take the partial derivative of $\Pi(u_n)$ with respect to $g_j$ while considering that $q_i(l) = q_i(l) = 1$, $\forall i, j$, (see (9)) and that $q_i(c_2), \forall j$, is a known quantity:

$$
\frac{\partial \Pi(u_n)}{\partial g_j}(d) = E I \int_0^l \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i''(z) g_i(d) \right) q''_j(z) dz \\
+ K_1 \int_{-d}^{l-d} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(z) g_i(d) - u_i(d, z) \right) q_j(z) dz \\
+ K_2 \int_{-d}^{l-d} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i(z) g_i(d) - u_i(d, z) \right) q_j(z) dz \\
- F_i q_j(c_2) - F_i = 0.
$$

In order to simplify (12), the sum over index $i = 1, \ldots, n$ and $g_i(d)$ are extracted to obtain

$$
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_i g_i(d) - \omega_j - \gamma_j - F_i = 0
$$

with

$$
\phi_i(z) = E I \int_0^l q_i''(z) q''_j(z) dz \\
+ K_1 \int_{-d}^{l-d} q_i(z) q_j(z) dz + K_2 \int_{-d}^{l-d} q_i(z) q_j(z) dz \\
\omega_j(z) = K_1 \int_{-d}^{l-d} u_i(d, z) q_j(z) dz + K_2 \int_{-d}^{l-d} u_i(d, z) q_j(z) dz \\
\gamma_j = F_i q_j(c_2).
$$
(13) can now be re-written into a matrix formulation:

\[ \Phi(z)g(d) = \Gamma + F_I \mathbf{1}_{n \times 1} + \Omega(z) \]  

(14)

with

\[ \Phi = \begin{bmatrix} \phi_{t1} & \ldots & \phi_{tn} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \phi_{n1} & \ldots & \phi_{nn} \end{bmatrix}; \quad \Gamma = \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_1 \\ \vdots \\ \gamma_n \end{bmatrix}; \quad \Omega = \begin{bmatrix} \omega_1 \\ \vdots \\ \omega_n \end{bmatrix}; \quad g = \begin{bmatrix} g_1 \\ \vdots \\ g_n \end{bmatrix} \]

and where \( \mathbf{1}_{n \times 1} \) is a column vector of ones of size \( n \). Finally, we can solve for the unknown vector \( g \)

\[ g = \Phi^{-1}(\Gamma + F_I \mathbf{1}_{n \times 1} + \Omega) \]  

(15)

and insert (15) into (8) in order to calculate the estimated needle shape \( u_i(d,z) \).

### 2.3. Model Parametrization

The model takes as parameters the tissue stiffness \( K \) and the needle tip force \( F_t \). Here, the methods for obtaining \( K \) and \( F_t \) are introduced.

#### 2.3.1. Tissue Stiffness \( K \)

The tissue stiffness \( K \) is measured physically via compression tests. The fact that the parameter \( K \) is constant for the considered deflection. Thus, to determine \( K \), Hooke’s law \( \sigma = KE \) is used where \( \sigma \) is the stress resulting from the applied strain \( \varepsilon \) during the compression test. More specifics regarding the experimental setup used for compression tests are given in Section 4.1.1.

#### 2.3.2. Tip force \( F_t \)

The second parameter to be obtained is the tip force \( F_t \). To estimate the parameter, the needle tip deflection measured during insertion is used, combined with a modified version of (14) and the measured \( K \). The measured needle tip deflection \( u_i \) and a special case of (9), which occurs at \( z = 1 \) where \( q_i(l) = 1 \forall i \), can be used to obtain

\[ u(d,l) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} g_i(d) = u_i. \]  

(16)

Using (16), we can now expand (14) to \( n + 1 \) equations as follows [43]:

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \Phi & -1_{n \times 1} \\ \mathbf{1}_{1 \times n} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} g \\ \phi \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \Gamma \\ \Omega \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \omega_1 \\ \vdots \\ \omega_n \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} g_1 \\ \vdots \\ g_n \end{bmatrix}. \]  

(17)

Finally, (17) can be solved for \( g \) as

\[ g^* = \Phi^{+1}(\Gamma^* + \Omega^* + \Lambda) \]  

(18)

in order to obtain the tip force \( F_t \).

### 3. Robotic System Prototype for Manual Needle Insertion

The setup for needle insertion is depicted in Figure 3. It re-creates the setup used during prostate brachytherapy procedures. The actions to manipulate the needle’s trajectory, namely the application of lateral force and axial rotation, are carried out automatically during insertion. The setup consists of a Hand-held Needle Steering Assistant (HNSA)[43] holding a standard 18G brachytherapy needle, a fixed needle guide and a second needle guide actuated by linear actuators and sensorized through a force/torque sensor mounted at its base. Furthermore, an actuated ultrasound (US) probe is used for tracking the needle tip inside the phantom tissue sample held by a transparent container.

The HNSA [43] contains a small rotary motor, with which the mounted needle can be automatically rotated about its axis. Affixed to the side of the HNSA are two optical markers used to continuously track its position during insertion with an optical tracker (MicronTracker, ClaroNav, Toronto, ON, Canada). The assistant’s position is used to determine the needle insertion depth. The optical tracker is calibrated to the location of the tissue container. All components of the setup, except for the HNSA are mounted onto a breadboard in order to ensure experimental repeatability.

The fixed needle guide is a standard variant as used in prostate brachytherapy. It has a thickness of 20 millimeters and the holes are made to fit the 18G brachytherapy needle. As the fixed needle guide is mounted to the breadboard, the needle is restricted from moving laterally and pivoting within the template.

The actuated needle guide consists of two linear actuators (L16 Miniature Linear Actuator, Actuonix Motion Devices Inc., Victoria, BC, Canada). The actuators are mounted perpendicular to each other, which restricts the actuated guide’s motions to a plane parallel to the fixed needle guide. In this work, however, only force in the horizontal direction is applied onto the needle as the needle’s deflection remains on a horizontal plane during insertion. The vertical linear actuator is used to accurately align the actuated needle guide with a hole in the fixed needle guide and remains static during insertion. The actuator assembly’s structural rigidity is ensured through two linear guides mounted in parallel to each linear actuator and perpendicular to each other. The vertical guide rail is mounted onto the horizontal guide rail’s carriage. The forces exerted by the guide onto the needle are measured by a 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) force/torque (f/t) sensor (50M31A3-I25, JR3 Inc., Woodland, CA, USA). The f/t sensor is used to control the lateral force applied by the actuated guide through a PID force controller where the force signal obtained from the f/t sensor is filtered by a fourth order Butterworth filter. Due to the small hole depth (1.7 mm) of the actuated needle guide the needle can pivot within the guide and friction between guide and needle is negligible.

The US probe (4DL14-5/38 Linear 4D, Ultrasonix, Richmond, BC, Canada) is mounted onto a linear stage via a crossbar structure, which is aligned parallel to the tissue container and actuated by a DC motor. Thus, the probe is restricted to move along the tissue in the direction of needle insertion. The
position of the US probe is controlled such that it follows the needle tip during insertion using the relative position of the HNSA captured by the optical tracker as a reference. A diagnostic US system (SonixTOUCH, Ultrasonix, Richmond, BC, Canada) is used to generate US images from the sonography data acquired by the US probe. The US system records axial images of the needle inside tissue in order to track the needle tip position during insertion.

The images generated by the US system, in which the needle cross-section is marked as a bright spot, are processed with a needle tracking algorithm. The algorithm, which is a modified version of the one introduced by Carriere et al. [44], tracks the needle cross-section for the measurement of the needle tip deflection during insertion. The measured deflection is later used as ground truth for experimental validation of the proposed model. A source of noise in the deflection measurement is the fact that the shape and size of the bright spot marking the needle cross-section is subject to small fluctuations due to artifacts appearing in different sections of the tissue. These fluctuations translate into noise in the tracked needle deflection.

4. Model Validation

In this section, an experimental validation of the model proposed in Section 2 is given. The performance of the model for estimating the needle tip deflection during insertion into phantom tissue made from plastisol is presented. The needle tip deflection measured during insertion is compared to the tip deflection estimate through a statistical analysis.

4.1. Experimental Results

Six different experimental scenarios are chosen. The scenarios are listed in Table 1. The variables listed in Table 1 are described as follows. $F_l$ is the magnitude of the lateral force applied onto the needle by the actuated guide near the needle’s entry point into tissue. $d_l$ represents the needle insertion depth in millimeters after which the lateral force $F_l$ is applied by the actuated needle guide (see Figure 2b) and $d_r$ is the 180° axial rotation depth in millimeters. In all scenarios where $F_l \neq 0$ N, the force $F_l$ is removed at an insertion depth of 100 mm. The above choices were purposefully made with the intention to mimic steering actions performed by surgeons in a clinical scenario to reduce the deflection of the needle inside tissue. The sign of $F_l$ is chosen such that its direction is against the direction of deflection caused by the needle tip bevel. By choosing scenarios with different depths $d_l$ for application of the lateral force $F_l$, its effect on the magnitude of a deflection reduction will be shown. Since a combination of needle rotation and lateral force is modeled, the combined effect of $F_l$ and rotation towards minimization of deflection is presented in scenario 3 (see Table 1). Thus, $d_r$ is chosen such that the combined effect of $F_l$ and rotation further reduce needle deflection. During scenario 5 and 6, the needle is inserted into a phantom tissue sample consisting of two tissue layers with different Young’s moduli. These scenarios are considered to validate the multi-layer version of the deflection model where the model is provided with the two different layer stiffnesses and the thickness of the first layer. The interface depth of the two layers $d_k$ is chosen to be 50 mm, a depth at which a human prostate is commonly located. Details regarding the quantification of the Young’s moduli of the two layers are given in the following section.

For each scenario, six insertions are carried out. The needle used for the insertions is a standard hollow 18G ($\approx$ 1.27 mm) brachytherapy needle (Eckert & Ziegler BEBIG Inc., Oxford, CT, USA), which has a length of 200 mm and is made from stainless steel (Young’s modulus $E = 200$ GPa). During scenario 1 to 4, the needle is inserted 24 times into the single-layer sample of phantom tissue made from Plastisol (5.0 Soft Plastisol, M-F Manufacturing, Fort Worth, TX, USA) and during scenarios 5 and 6, the needle is inserted 12 times into a two-layer plastisol tissue sample. The distance $c = c_1 + c_2$ (see Figure 2a) is set to 36 mm during scenario 1 to 4 and to 42 mm during scenario 5 and 6. In all scenarios, the distance $c_2$ is set to 9 mm.

4.1.1. Model Parameter Identification

Before a model estimate can be obtained, the parameters $K$ and $F_l$ need to be identified for the two tissue samples described above. Figure 4a shows the setup used for the compression
One of the cylindrical samples used for the tests is depicted in Figure 4b. The sample is made from the same tissue batches as used for insertion experiments. The tissue sample is clamped in between a rigid surface on the right hand side of Figure 4a and an indenter with a circular area on the left hand side. The indenter is connected to a force sensor to measure the forces applied to the tissue sample. In order to apply constant pressure, the indenter is displaced to the right hand side with a constant rate of 1 mm/s for a maximum distance of 20 mm or until a force of 5 N is measured by the force sensor. Six trials of this experiment are carried out. A sample result of the compression test for the single-layer tissue sample is shown as a stress/strain curve in Figure 4c. Also shown in Figure 4c is the linear fit to the measured data, which indicates that Hooke’s law $\sigma = Ke$ applies where $\sigma$ is the stress occurring within the tissue sample caused by the applied strain $\epsilon$. Finally, the measured tissue Young’s modulus $K$ for the single-layer tissue is 16.24 kPa. This value is close to the Young’s modulus of prostate tissue [45]. The measured $K$ for the first layer of the two-layer tissue is 21.59 kPa ($K_1$) and for the second layer it is 13.36 kPa ($K_2$).

In order to estimate the force $F_t$ occurring at the needle tip for the phantom tissue samples, the measured needle tip deflection obtained from scenario 1 and 5 (see Table 1) for the single-layer and two-layer tissue samples, respectively, is used. It should be noted that needle tip deflection measurements obtained only from scenario 1 and 5 are used to identify the needle tip force $F_t$ for the single- and two-layer tissue. Tip deflection measurements taken during insertions of the other scenarios are only used as ground truth for model validation. The proposed model for estimating the needle deflection shape during insertion does not take as input measured needle tip deflection. In Figure 5, the mean tip force estimate obtained from (18) for six insertion trials is plotted against the insertion depth. To determine the final constant $F_t$, the average of the estimated mean tip force curve is taken. Only data after 30 mm is considered (see Figure 5) for obtaining the constant tip force $F_t$ since the data before 30 mm insertion depth is rather noisy (not reflected in plot). This is due to the fact that the needle tip deflection measured by the image-based needle tip tracking algorithm (see Section 3) contains more noise at shallow insertion depths. The resulting average tip force is $F_t = 0.29$ N for the single-layer tissue (see Figure 5a). To identify the tip force for the two-layer tissue, the two-layer model version is applied. The tip force for each layer is calculated separately but as the difference between the two is negligible, the same tip force of $F_t = 0.33$ N for the two-layer tissue is used (see Figure 5b). As can be observed, the estimates of $F_t$ are roughly constant, which is physically understandable because the amount of tissue displacement done by the beveled tip is constant.

### 4.1.2. Validation Results

The measured and estimated needle tip trajectory curves are plotted in Figure 6a to Figure 6f against the insertion depth. The plots show one out of the six insertions for each scenario. Plotted also below the tip deflection is the error between measured and estimated tip deflection, the tip force $F_t$, and the applied lateral force $F_l$. The plot showing the progression of the ‘Applied’ force $F_t$ is the lateral force provided to the needle-tissue model. As expected, scenario 1 and 5 depicted in Figure 6a and Figure 6e, respectively, show a very accurate estimate. The error remains within 0.8 mm for scenario 1 and 0.5 mm for scenario 5. During scenario 2, which is plotted in Figure 6b, the error monotonously increases to roughly 2 mm at the final insertion depth. The result of scenario 3 is shown in Figure 6c. Compared to scenario 2, a needle rotation is added to the otherwise equal conditions. The estimate is more accurate than the one in scenario 2 throughout insertion. After 100 mm depth, the model begins to slightly under-estimate the needle tip trajectory with a maximum error of approximately -1.5 mm at the final depth of 140 mm. A tip trajectory measurement and estimate for scenario 4 is shown in Figure 6d. Here, the error remains below 1 mm up to an insertion depth of 60 mm but slightly increases as the model under-estimates the tip trajectory beyond 60 mm depth with a maximum error of approximately 1.5 mm at the fi-
Figure 6: Results for needle tip trajectory estimation for experimental scenarios (a) without any corrective measures, (b) $F_t = -2.5\, \text{N} \text{ and } d_t = 20\, \text{mm}$, (c) $F_t = -2.5\, \text{N}, d_t = 20\, \text{mm}, \text{ and } d_i = 100\, \text{mm}$, (d) $F_t = -2.5\, \text{N} \text{ and } d_i = 45\, \text{mm}$, (e) without any corrective measures and two-layer tissue, and $F_t = -2.5\, \text{N}, d_i = 20\, \text{mm}$, $d_e = 100\, \text{mm}$ and two-layer tissue.
The needle tip deflection is controlled through a combination of lateral force and axial needle rotation. Moreover, in Table 2, the mean absolute error $|\bar{e}|$ between the measured and estimated needle tip trajectory and the standard error $\sigma/\sqrt{n}$ across the $n=6$ runs are listed. The results presented in Table 2 confirm the observations made in Figure 6 and described further above.

### 5. Deflection Control Simulation

A needle tip deflection control simulation study is carried out with the purpose of assessing the performance and limitations of a simple ad-hoc controller that combines the two control inputs lateral force and axial needle rotation. Moreover, advantages of combining the two control inputs are explored. The needle tip deflection is controlled through a combination of 180° axial needle rotation and lateral force $F_l$ application. The control method is schematically illustrated in Figure 7. The controller for needle rotation is based on a bang-bang controller where a needle rotation by 180° is triggered when a tip deflection magnitude of $\tau = 1\, \text{mm}$ is exceeded. The applied lateral force $F_l$ is adjusted by a PI controller where the reference tip deflection is zero. The previously identified model parameter values $K = 16.24\, \text{kPa}$ and $F_l = 0.29\, \text{N}$ for the single-layer phantom tissue sample are used for the simulation. The four considered control scenarios are listed in Table 3. In control scenario 1, the needle tip deflection is deliberately not controlled for performance assessment of control scenario 2 to 4. The PI gains of the lateral force controller are empirically determined to result in the best possible performance. Figure 8 shows the simulation results for the four control scenarios where the top sub-plot shows the needle tip deflection trajectories and the bottom sub-plot shows the applied lateral force $F_l$ during control scenario 3. While only using lateral force to control needle tip deflection (control scenario 3), the controller is initially able to minimize the tip deflection but fails with increasing insertion depth. It can be observed that the needle tip deflection can not be reduced at greater insertion depths despite the increasing magnitude of $F_l$ until the saturation point of 10 N is reached. The reason for the decreased ability of the lateral force actuation to move the needle laterally is due to the needle being supported by tissue and the needle’s decrease in resistance to bending with increasing length. The limitations of the lateral force with respect to needle insertion depth is further studied in Section 6. When controlled axial needle rotation is added to lateral force control of 180° axial needle rotation and lateral force $F_l$ application.

#### Table 3: Control input combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control scenario</th>
<th>Lateral force application</th>
<th>Axial rotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 7: The schematic for simulated control of needle tip deflection ($u_t$) using multiple 180° axial needle rotations and application of lateral force $F_l$. The 180° axial needle rotation is commanded by a bang-bang controller. The needle rotations from 0° to 180° and vice versa are triggered when a tip deflection threshold is exceeded.](image)

![Figure 8: The needle tip deflection trajectories during needle insertion (top sub-plot) and the lateral force $F_l$ applied during control scenario 3 (bottom sub-plot).](image)
during insertion (control scenario 4), the needle tip deflection can be reduced to below 1 mm at the final insertion depth with three rotations. When only axial rotation is considered without lateral force as in control scenario 2, the needle tip deflection also remains within 1 mm during insertion. However, four axial needle rotations are necessary to achieve the same outcome compared to control scenario 4.

6. Sensitivity Analysis

This section provides results of a sensitivity analysis with respect to the lateral force $F_l$ and its depth of application $d_l$ in order to highlight achievable steering goals with a focus on minimizing the needle’s deflection and the influence of $d_l$ on needle deflection.

Needle insertion simulations using the proposed model are carried out with the same parameters $F_l = 0.29$ N and $K = 16.24$ kPa as obtained for the phantom tissue used for experimental validation. Three different constant lateral force magnitudes, $F_l = [-1.5 -2.5 -3.5]$ N, and seven depths at which application of $F_l$ is started, $d_l = [10 15 20 30 40 50 60]$ mm, are considered, resulting in 21 simulations.

The simulation results are plotted in Figure 9 where Figure 9a shows simulated needle curvatures at the final insertion depth of 140 mm. Each plot shows needle deflection shapes for one of three investigated lateral forces and all considered depths of force application. By increasing the lateral force magnitude applied to the needle shaft, a smaller needle deflection can be achieved compared to a lower magnitude. Moreover, shallower depths of force application, e.g., $d_l \leq 20$ mm, result in the least needle deflection, which is expected. The reasons for this are further discussed in Section 7. Figure 9b provides a supplementary analysis of the plots provided in Figure 9a with an emphasis on the needle tip deflection at the final insertion depth of 140 mm and how it is influenced by the depth of application of the lateral force. It shows the amount by which needle tip deflection can be reduced (in percent) for increasing lateral force magnitudes and their associated depths of application. The comparison is made with respect to needle deflection without steering inputs. An application depth of 10 mm and a lateral force magnitude of -3.5 N shows at 90% (the highest) reduction, while a magnitude of -1.5 N shows approximately 40% (the lowest) reduction. The curves furthermore suggest a decline in the reduction in tip deflection at increasing force application depths with almost no reduction remaining at a force application depth of 60 mm.

7. Discussion

The results of the experimental validation show that the differences between the measured and estimated trajectories are not statistically significant for most cases up to 120 mm insertion depth according to Table 2. This suggests that the lateral needle displacement caused by the application of the lateral force $F_l$ is modeled well. According to the t-test results, the estimated and measured tip trajectories are significantly different during scenario 2 and scenario 4 where the error does not exceed 1.5 mm at the final insertion depth. This demonstrates that the proposed model represents the physical needle-tissue system well considering that the tissue stiffness $K$ used as input to the model represents a physical property of the phantom tissue sample. When considering scenarios 5 and 6, the multi-layer version of the deflection model shows a similar performance than the single-layer version.

The error significance, however, increases during most scenarios as the needle approaches the final insertion depth. According to Table 2, the error significance increases with an overall maximum $|\bar{e}|$ of 1.98 mm occurring during scenario 6 and insertion depth 140 mm. Considering that a standard brachytherapy needle’s inner diameter and thus the radioactive seed diameter is about 1 mm, and that the error compared to the tip deflection without correction is approximately 80% less, this error is an acceptable deviation. Moreover, when the deflection model is applied to needle steering, where a model-based controller would adjust the needle deflection using lateral actuation and axial rotation to reach a defined target, the controller can also adjust the model parameters in order to account for and correct model prediction errors using online feedback of the needle deflection (e.g., ultrasound-based).
In Section 5, a rudimentary ad-hoc control simulation is presented for the minimization of needle tip deflection during insertion. The control parameters are empirically determined to yield best possible results for the specific combination of model parameters $K$ and $F_l$. Due to the limitations of lateral force application on needle tip deflection shown in Section 6, the lateral force controller is not able by itself to minimize needle tip deflection at greater insertion depths. Therefore, using a controller that is based purely on the feedback of the current needle tip deflection is not enough for reliable and adaptive needle deflection control. To achieve deflection minimization results shown in Section 6 by applying lateral force only, a more sophisticated controller is needed that uses the proposed model for prediction-based control decisions and takes into account the knowledge gained from Section 6.

When a combination of lateral force and axial rotation is applied for needle tip deflection control, less needle rotations are necessary to achieve a similar needle tip trajectory than when only axial needle rotation is used. Due to the nonlinear nature of the needle-tissue system that has no equilibrium point other than when the insertion speed is zero, as long as the needle moves, its trajectory will diverge from a straight line, which is physically understandable due to the effect of the beveled tip. Therefore, if the goal is to keep the needle tip on straight line (as it is in prostate brachytherapy due to assumptions made during seed deposition planning), the axial rotation input needs to be invoked continually to keep the tip deflection below a threshold. However, with two control inputs, namely the axial rotation and the lateral force, the level of activity or magnitude of each control input is less. Thus, since excessive use of axial rotation results in tissue drilling effects [39], the availability of an additional control input (the lateral force) is highly beneficial.

The results of the sensitivity analysis with respect to reduction of needle deflection presented in Section 6 are a somewhat expected outcome based on the observations made in Section 5. The behavior of the needle when the lateral force is applied at varying depths is further illustrated in Figure 10. There is more tissue support as the needle is inserted deeper into tissue, and the needle’s bending stiffness with increasing length is reduced. As a result of this, a needle that is inserted deeper into tissue bends more rather than the entire needle shaft being moved laterally. Therefore, the needle tip is also subject to less lateral motion when $F_l$ is applied at greater depths, which in turn significantly diminishes the potential to reduce needle deflection as shown in Figure 9b.

The results presented in Section 6 show that a combination of lateral force $F_l$ and depth of application $d_i$ exists that results in a 100% reduction of needle tip deflection ($F_l = -3.5 \text{ N}$ and $d_i = 10 \text{ mm}$, see Figure 9b). Therefore, it is possible to fully eliminate needle deflection by only applying lateral force. Combining lateral force with rotation, however, provides an additional method of steering, meaning that less lateral force is necessary to obtain the same outcome for reduction of needle tip deflection.

The possible applications for the model presented in this work are online needle deflection estimation and prediction. A control algorithm using a model-based predictive control (MPC) approach can be designed for automated needle steering using an appropriate combination of lateral force $F_l$ and needle rotation based on the knowledge gained from Section 5 and Section 6. The control algorithm will also be able to correct for the model errors apparent from Section 4 by adjusting model parameters or control inputs accordingly.

8. Conclusion & Future Work

This work proposes a novel method for automated needle steering during insertion into soft tissue, and a model that is used to estimate the needle deflection during insertion based on the novel steering method. The method combines the application of a lateral force near the needle entry point into tissue with the axial needle rotation. An energy-based model is introduced for the estimation and prediction of needle deflection during insertion taking into account the lateral force and the axial rotation. The model is appropriate for model-based needle deflection control. It is experimentally validated and shown to estimate needle tip deflection with good accuracy for single and two-layer tissue. Simulations of needle insertions using the proposed model study the steering effects, potentials and limitations of lateral force application in terms of reducing needle tip deflection. The simulation results confirm the assumption that the influence of lateral force on needle curvature inside tissue is reduced with increasing insertion depth, but also demonstrate that it is possible to reduce needle deflection by a high margin of 90%.

This paper represents a first step towards designing control methods for needle deflection using a combination of lateral force and axial rotation. Thus, in our future work, the model will be used to design controllers to automatically steer the needle towards a desired target while the control algorithm takes informed decisions on appropriate control actions during insertion.
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